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Come
System...

Prescription Drug
Pricing Forum Held

There’s More to Do than Saving the ACA
Anyone who cares about access to health care for all Americans is working hard.
Federal advocacy is required to save the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and prevent Congress from repealing the
law. And we must act at the state level, too.

Slow Motion Repeal Speeds Up
In the unlikely event that Republicans can’t quite bring themselves to pull the trigger on repeal, they are
clearly implementing an alternative strategy of inaction and confusion that could have dire consequences for
the ACA.
Now, in mid-April, while full, overt ACA repeal hasn’t yet happened, slow motion repeal is speeding up.

16 Big Lessons from Trump and the GOP’s first Attempt to Destroy Our Health Care
Their first attempt failed after the far-right House Freedom Caucus did not think $1.2 trillion in cuts over the
next decade to the ACA and Medicaid was sufficient.
Now a task force led by Vice President Mike Pence is considering new concessions.

Create an Office of Health Strategy— the Time Has Come
At Bradley Airport, planes from different places around the world arrive at one destination.
Health care in the state is similar – many different players, initiatives and programs are heading to one
destination – to provide health care for Connecticut residents.

Prescription Drug Pricing Forum Held
This past Saturday, Universal Health Care Foundation of Connecticut sponsored a forum, Outrageous
Prescription Drug Prices: How States Are Fighting Back.

Health care programs we all count on are under attack at the federal and state levels!
The future of the Affordable Care Act, HUSKY, Medicare and women’s health programs are all at
stake. Not to mention the state budget challenges, which will affect health care programs.
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